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Currently in LTP10, 
SPICE has ‘given’ its  

1 MB/day to EUI



3. Pointing 



• The “last day of FSI datas” are available at 
 https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/lastDayFSI/  
This is typically 1 FSI174/304 image pair of 
‘yesterday’ that was brought down per LL.  


• At the Pointing Decision Meetings (PDM), 
these data are loaded in jHelioviewer and 
combined with MADAWG.


• EUI/FSI is the only source that provides the 
on-disc configuration in near real time, as 
seen from Solar Orbiter. This is particular 
important in the autumn perihelia and in the 
later phase of the spring perihelia.

https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/lastDayFSI/


• 1 FSI image pair per day is systematically send into Low Latency just before 
the pass before the PDM, which are typically in the afternoon.


• in principle, the PDM could have a LL data that is ~ 2 -3 hours old.  
In practice it is nearly always >24 hours old
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Ideal/hypothetical situation



Delays:


1. The LL data have to queue when an EUI data flush is ongoing. This can take many hours.


2. The EDDS data connection to ROB is not entirely stable.  
Sometimes FSI data are available at ESAC that are not available yet at ROB.


3. The as-flown SPICE kernels are not available until after the end of the pass,  
making the data pointing metadata initially inaccurate.
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More realistically

EUI PDM support would be more consistent/timely if a second LL pair could be taken at the end of the  
(previous) pass.  



2. Selective downlink

• EUI can, in its internal memory, disregard uninteresting data. 
This functionality allows to e.g. prioritise flare data. 

• To be able to do that we have to get quickly to the ground an 
inventory of what is currently in memory. These “filesystem 
list reports” can be 0.3 MiB, often much smaller. 

• These reports are currently already generated but not send 
through Low Latency.



Conclusion/ EUI wish list

LL function out RSW in RSW

1. crude check instrument performance 1 image pair/day: ~1.2 MiB covered already

2. selective decision data 1 filesystem list per day: 0.3 MiB 1 filesystem list per day: 0.3 MiB

3. pointing decision support NA 2 image pairs/day: ~2.4 MiB

Total 1.5 MiB (current allocation) 2.7 MiB 


